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tomy effectually prevents the recurrent epididymitis and orchitis,.
which are such painful and distressing complications in prostatic
patients. • This happy result would alone entitle this operation to
an important place in surgery. The book is printed in clear type,
on good paper; the illustrations are ample and well selected.

F. R. E

Essentials of the disease of Ohildren. By William M.
Powell., M. D. Third edition thoroughly revised. By
Alfred Hand, jun., M. D., Dispensary Physician and Patholo-
gist to the Children's Hospital, Philadelphia. 12 mo., 259

pages. Philadelphia and -London: W. B. Saunders & Com-
pany. J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto. Price, $r.oo net.

In this revised edition- numerous additions and changes have
been made in the book so that it continues to represent the present
state of pediatrics. The book aims to furnish material with which
students may lay the foundation for the successful practice of med-
icine among children. The section on infectious diseases has
been re-written, as well as many of the paragraphs on pathology.
A number of new chapters have been added, among others one
on infant feeding.

F. W. C.

Unique, Card Index System. Technique Publishing Co.,
404 E. 14th St., New York.

We are in receipt of a unique card index system, published
by thefournal of Suergical Technalogy, and given with a -year's
subscription to that journal for two dollars. The system contains
over 7oo references, under 1oS separate classifications, on accounts,
case records, therapeutics, physician's supplies and allied sciences.,
By the use of blank cards it can be extended, in any direction the
physician desirei. The information is up to date, the plan is
really unique and the publisher's offer is a generous one.

R. C.
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LITERARV NOTES.
The Edinburgh Review article. on " Unimaginary Love Letters," which.

forms the leading feature of The Living Age for July 6, diverts the reader's
attention from certain recent ingenious inventions in the line of epistolary love-
making to the real thing as exhibited. in the letters of Abelard and Heloise,
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin, Keats and Prosper Merimée. The article is of
striking literary and personal interest.

Mr. G. L. Calderon's article, on "The Wrong Tolstoi " in The Living .!g<
for June 29 is a diverting exhibition of the sharp contrasts between Tolstoi's
philosophy and his actions.

Frederic Harrison's "Impressions of America'' are reprinted in ,he
Living Age for July 13, from The Nineteenth Century. Mr. Harrison, as, was
to have been expected, is an, amiable, critic, and he is also more discrinminating
thari many Englishmen who hayé discourséd upon America.


